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Bathrooms are another signature feature of our homes. The Master Bath of your project is another place where costs can mount.  It is 
usually one of the most important rooms in the house for our clients, making it a main focus in the design of the project.  Our proven 

system will track all of the parts and pieces to guide you through this very complex part of the project.   

First, we need to understand all the specifications prior to the rough plumbing stage.  This usually happens right after the framing, therefore 

the design is one of the first steps that will need to be decided.  Second, we will need to make the tile and stone selections. Third, the 

cabinets and millwork, and last, the lighting.  We will meet you at the proper showrooms and guide you every step of the way to answer any 

questions, determine the time necessary for the schedule, work out the budget, make recommendations, and design all the fine details 

with you.  As we are selecting and designing your bathroom, we will use our CADD system with its 3D technology. We will apply the selec-

tions to the design within our drawings to create a superior Master Bath.  Once the design is complete, we will draft the detailed drawings 

that are necessary to finalize the budget, fabricate all the details, and guide all of the subcontractors involved, making sure your vision is 

realized.  For an example of these drawings, you can go to the project portfolio section of our website, and if there is a button “drawing set 

available” you can view the full size precision drawings online.  There are also drawings available in the slide shows of the portfolio sets. 

Below are examples of technical drawings used for ordering, fabrication, and installation.  A 3D model can be developed to provide a better 

understanding of the space. The following pages will show several of our completed Master Bathrooms. This will give you the opportunity 

to preview our Master Bathrooms prior to looking through our web portfolios.

 

Above is an example of a technical drawing of a floor plan

 and elevation for the Italian Contemporary on page 3.

See Project Portfolio and Design Portfolio  
to see more drawings, models and pictures 

of  our Master Bathrooms 
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Above are examples showing the precision 3D Modeling capabilities for the Italian Contemporary on page 3.
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Master Bath
 Collection



Italian Modernistic

Structurally Sleek
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See Project Portfolio Modernistic or
Design Portfolio  Master Baths - Italian Modernistic

for more pictures

See Project Portfolio  Tudor or

Design Portfolio  Master Baths - Structurly Sleek for more pictures

The gorgeous wall-mounted faucet projects from the 

stainless steel that wraps around the air tub.  The vanity 

features metallic vessel sinks inset into the granite counter 

top with Euro style Jado faucets, and Italian Biazza glass 

mosaic tile backsplash outlined with a 1” square stainless 

tube.  The custom stainless steel light seems to float away 

from the wall, creating a truly splendid effect. A 

sandblasted glass wall separates the water closet and 

shower, producing a translucent and clean result that gives 

the bathroom an open feeling. 

This open vanity features a solid square framed granite counter with an inlay of stainless steel 

that floats above the three drawer wall mounted cabinets.  The cherry wood frame above 

attaches the bath bar wall sconces and towel rings, with a mirror floating in between with 

custom stainless corners.  All of this is bound together by custom welded stainless steel 

hardware.  The Durango travertine floor tile flows into the tub and shower area broken by a wave 

of glass blocks that creates the shower partition.  The tub deck showcases a fabulous blend of 

mosaics, mixed with a brown translucent backsplash.  The tub and vanity backsplashes are 

finished with a wave glass liner that was the inspiration for the shapes and flow of the bathroom.



Italian Contemporary

   South African
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See Featured Project Colorado Contemporary or
Design Portfolio Master Baths - Italian Contemporary

for more pictures

See Project Portfolio  New Tudor or
Design Portfolio  Master Baths - South African for more pictures

This stunning Master Bath blends elegance with beauty.  With Porto 

Beige Limestone floor tile, the Antique Brown granite counters float over 

a skirt, as this same detail visually joins the two vanities as they flow into 

the tub platform edge.  The Fabritec espresso maple cabinets are wall 

mounted with an arched stainless steel toekick under each sink, and a 

tapered mirror framed with a smooth glass tile down to a soldier course 

in the splash.  The spacious shower has four body sprays, a hand shower, 

a center rain head from the ceiling, two benches made of solid granite, 

and an illuminated deep niche made with a pattern of glass tile.  The 

Zaneen Twister sconces are integrated into the mirror frame as the 

corner pendants that hover in mid air add an artistic curve of balance, 

while the floor LED uplights in front of the tub create a glowing effect.

The shower sits in the center of the space with clear glass so you can see through the shower into 

the tub area. To the left of the tub sits the water closet, which is enclosed in sandblasted glass with a 

European glass door for privacy.  The 12 foot long vanity has a custom glass and tile valance above 

with built-in lighting. There is a custom mirror with a combination of glass tile and rectangular 

shaped olive green limestone, as well as 3 seperate built-in mirrors. The cabinets are South African 

wenge wood with a solid Antique Brown granite counter. The shower is enclosed on three sides with 

glass and has a Europeon style glass door.  The tub is an air tub with a solid granite shelf on three 

sides, and an intricate tile design of sonoma glass mosaic inside an olive green limestone. There is a 

solid granite bench that extends from the tub, piercing through the glass wall into the shower area.



New York Loft

 Urban International
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See Featured Project New York Loft or
Design Portfolio Master Baths - New York Loft

for more pictures

See Project Portfolio  International or

Design Portfolio  Master Baths - Urban International for more pictures

The bamboo wood, custom vanity has a tapered upright that pierces through the 

counter and supports three shelves, perfect for storing products for easy access.  

The steel I beam toekick continues the theme from the rest of the loft, and the 1” 

stainless steel tubes frame the mirror that flows into the wainscot of  Italian 

Biazza mosaic tile stripes and stainless steel panels. The glass vessel sink is 

complimented by the designer Grohe faucet, along with two square pieces of 

stainless inset into the wood counter. Opposite the vanity there is a sister open 

shelf unit with an alternating pattern of shelves notched into the upright.  The 

large shower has a rain head, two body sprays, a hand shower, a natural concrete 

shower pan, a drip pan, and a heat lamp with towel hooks ready for drying.

The custom wood, wall mounted 

vanity has a solid limestone 

counter that flows into the brick 

pattern tile wall, which wraps into 

the shower and tub deck.  There 

are large round mirrors above the 

vanity, with plain fluorescent lights 

standing vertically to each side, 

and a modern chrome faucet 

standing stout over the large 

under mount sinks.  The darker 

herringbone pattern floor is of a 

contrasting color and has a built in 

heating system to warm your bare 

feet in those cold winter months.  

The open shower has a rain head 

that curves up and around to the 

center, with a hand shower and a 

built in bench for seating. 



French Country

Modern Mediterranean
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See Featured Project French Country or
Design Portfolio Master Baths - French Country for more pictures

See Project Portfolio  Mediterranean or

Design Portfolio  Master Baths - Modern Mediterranean for more pictures

The mix of different sizes of travertine tiles adds texture as they blend perfectly into this 
traditional style, modern convenience bathroom. The elegant cherry wood vanity has two 
sinks with oil rubbed bronze faucets, and the makeup table in the center sits beneath a large 
window. The wood framed mirrors, with sconces above, merge nicely into the backsplach of 
tumbled marble with bronze metal medallions. The tub deck has a great bench seat off to 
the side beneath a large window.  The masterful shower opens into the vaulted ceiling, 
providing a sense of volume. It is separated by a curved glass block wall, with two benches, 
two decorative arched top niches, a rain head, body sprays, and a hand shower.

This bathroom has a separate wet area that houses the tub and shower.  The tumbled marble tile 

floor curves around to the glass block walls, framed in travertine, as it flows nicely into the curved tub 

deck with a glass mosaic backsplash framed in cherry.  The two windows, one of glass block, let in an 

abundance of light.  This very custom vanity has European wall mounted cabinets with cherry wood 

doors, mixed light and dark, and designer glass inserts. There is a slight arch accent put into the shelf 

below and the counter top above.  To finish we have a rectangular curved corner mirror, flashy glass 

mosaic tile backsplash, and Grohe wall mounted faucets for the stainless steel vessel sinks.



Japanese Inspired

French Eclectic 
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See Project Portfolio California Tudor or
Design Portfolio Master Baths - Japanese Inspired for more pictures

See Project Portfolio  French Tudor or

Design Portfolio  Master Baths - French Eclectic for more pictures

This unique vanity, with mocha cherry wood cabinets in 

opposing L shapes, has a concrete counter edged with stainless 

steel, that flows flawlessly into the integrated sinks, two 

decorative legs that angle to the floor, and a stainless steel pole 

accent that pierces the counter.  The travertine backsplash 

matches the floor and shower tile edged in cherry, while three 

wood panel’s project from the wall layering to the mirrors, 

finished by a triangular valance trimmed in stainless.  The free 

standing air tub sits on a concrete triangular base tucked into 

the bay with two windows and a glass block center.  The basket 

weave patterned tile adds continuity as it ties together the liner 

behind the tub, the shower niche, sand the shower floor.  The 

vertical smoked  glass panels separate the dripping area from 

the bath with a tower of stainless steel framed glass shelves for 

storing towels right outside the drip area.

The wall hung vanity is natural cherry, with patterned  

glass door inserts, and a dense travertine tile counter.  

The wall mounted Grohe faucets work well with the 

anodized metal sinks that match the slate backsplash, 

mixing in the travertine creating a corner diamond to 

frame the mirror.  The center cabinet divides the space 

providing extra storage and is capped by a glass block 

valance.  The open shower area features arched niches 

and a bench accented with a mosaic tile.  The corner 

tub intersects the curved glass block shower wall as 

large glass block windows let in lots of natural light.
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Deco Modern

European Revival
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See Project Portfolio Deco Tudor
Design Portfolio Master Baths - Deco Modern for more pictures

See Project Portfolio  Tudor Revival or

Design Portfolio  Master Baths - European Revival for more pictures

The field tile consists of large pieces of olive green limestone mixed with mosaic tile of the 
same stone, which creates this pattern of rectangles outlined by the Sonoma glass mosaics, 
accented by the step in the curved tub deck. The custom vanity has a combination of drawers 
and open shelves, a solid granite top, a blend of the Sonoma glass and limestone mosaics for 
the backsplash, as mahogany colored cherry wood transitions to the mirror.  The large steam 
shower follows the same combination of tile contoured to the vaulted ceiling, and has a 
stained concrete shower pan, rain head, body sprays and hand shower.  The combination of 
clear and decorative glass enclosure, European door and transom is a magnificent final touch!

Texture is created by the travertine tile mixed of different sizes and capped by a brushed, 

stainless steel tube liner throughout. Notice how the non-conventional tub deck’s base is 

recessed, crossing above the shower curb while creating a sophisticated, geometric look.  

The open shower’s glass block walls have a tile base, in unity with the tub deck. Since the 

two walls offset each other to keep the water in, you must walk around them to enter.  

The natural cherry wood vanity has an arched stainless toe kick that compliments the 

arched soffit above, and a mosaic travertine backsplash that angles up to the tiered 

corner stainless steel shelves is finished by a stainless steel framed mirror. 



Colorado Classic

Simply Urban
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See Design Portfolio Master Baths - Colorado Classic for more pictures

See Project Portfolio  Poptop or
Design Portfolio  Master Baths - Simply Urban for more pictures

This large vanity has plenty of drawers for storage, two medicine cabinets, and a Costa 

Esmeraldo granite counter top with an illuminated arched soffit above.  The granite 

continues to the tub deck as it softly curves around, piercing through the shower’s glass 

enclosure to become a bench.  The front of the tub deck is cut into soldiers, flowing 

nicely into the large shower pan and adding texture through the use of the same stone.  

Retaining the original oak wood floor while adding the new cherry wood cabinets adds 

modern convenience along with that Colorado Classic look.     

This urban style bathroom has everything necessary for a Master Bath at a great budget.  The sinks 

have custom bamboo cabinets with alternating grain patterns and are across from each other, leaving 

plenty of space for two getting ready at the same time.  The glass mosaic splash runs continuously 

from the vanity to the tub deck with a limestone liner on top.  The soldier pattern of rectangular 

limestone mosaics wraps the curved tub deck, blending perfectly with the larger olive green 

limestone tiles that cover the floor and surround the shower.  The large open shower is separated 

from the bath by glass panel, and features two custom stainless steel benches. One in the dripping 

area with a heat lamp above with hooks for towels, and one inside the wet area perfect for shaving.   
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